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IMAGINE WITH ME:
INTRODUCTION

You’re ready and eager to expand your business, so you decide to hire an employee. You
VHDUFKFDUHIXOO\IRUVRPHRQHZKRZRXOGGRDJRRGMREDQGÀQDOO\VRPHRQHVLJQVRQWKH
GRWWHGOLQH2QWKHLUÀUVWGD\\RX·UHÁXVKZLWKH[FLWHPHQWDWKRZZRQGHUIXOWKH\DUHJRLQJ
to make things. Finally—an employee! Someone else to do some of the heavy lifting! You feel
VR¶RIÀFLDO·<RXFDQ·WZDLWWRVHHKRZZHOOWKH\UHSUHVHQW\RXUEXVLQHVVDQGGUHDPJOHHIXOO\
about how many clients they will bring in.

But as time passes, the initial thrill melts faster than ice cream on a summer sidewalk. The new employee
doesn’t actually seem to be doing anything. You check in frequently, and give them everything you think
they need. Yet all they seem to do is look at themselves in the mirror, fiddle with their makeup, and
demand more attention.
I ask you, dear business owner: Would you keep such an employee on your payroll?
I’ll hazard a guess: Heck no!

YOUR WEBSITE IS AN EMPLOYEE OF YOUR BUSINESS.

• IT NEEDS TO DO SOMETHING BESIDES SIT THERE LOOKING PRETTY.
It should be out introducing you to new people, showcasing your skills, glad-handing the crowds, and
turning lookers into bookers. As an employee, it should undergo regular performance reviews. You
pour your most precious business resources—money and time—into this employee, and it needs to have
something to show for it. If all it has done in the past few months is shine its shoes and fluff its hair, then
something needs to change.
Unfortunately, many of us have lazy employees. I asked a few hundred photographers to tell me a little
about their websites, and whether they thought their website was bringing in clients. Most responded that
theirs was falling down on the job:
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INTRODUCTION
“I used a pretty bare bones template. It’s not bringing me clients.”
“I would say that my blog brings in way more clients than my website.
The website is more of a pretty portfolio.”
“I did design [my website] myself. From top to bottom including the logo and
all other branding elements... and since the change? Nope. Not one person rang.”
And my personal favorite:
“I have a website AND a blog. I don’t even get the point of my website,
but I’m also afraid to take it down because I feel like it should be there. No idea why.”

ENOUGH ALREADY. AS A BUSINESS OWNER, IT’S TIME YOU

• DEMANDED MORE OF ONE OF YOUR MOST IMPORTANT EMPLOYEES.
But where to start? Most photographers know their websites aren’t pulling enough weight, so they seek
refuge in new templates, new platforms, and redesigned logos.
Let’s be clear: the solution to lackluster website performance does not lie in endless visual tweaking and
re-branding. Heavens to Betsy, I’m not saying that the design elements of your website aren’t important—
they are. But you can hand an employee a different shirt to wear and redesign their desk all you want—it
will change very little about their performance. Unless they clearly understand that their purpose is bigger
than to ‘look professional,’ you will be disappointed with the results.
So let’s dig deeper, reach higher, and help the little guy out, shall we? If your website is going to be your
online representative, it needs to know who to talk to, how to talk to them, and what to say. Once that’s in
place, then you can worry about the shirt it’s wearing.

LET’S GET STARTED.
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INTRODUCTION

THIS ENTIRE BOOK
IN TWO PAGES

YOUR WEBSITE’S OFFICIAL
JOB DESCRIPTION
Have you ever been browsing a slew of stores, when suddenly you saw The Perfect Thing
hanging on the rack, and you freaked out and rushed toward it for fear that someone else
PLJKWVQDWFKLWXSÀUVW"$QGZKHQ\RXWULHGLWRQLQWKHGUHVVLQJURRP\RXUKHDUWZHQWXSLQ
DWKHUPRQXFOHDUH[SORVLRQRI´\HV\HV<(6µWKDWODVWHGDOOWKHZD\XSWRFKHFNRXW"

That’s your website’s job. To recreate that feeling for your visitors.

SPECIFICALLY: YOUR WEBSITE SHOULD SERVE TO BUILD ENTHUSIASM

• (SEE: THERMONUCLEAR EXPLOSION) AND ELICIT SPECIFIC ACTION
(SEE: CHECKOUT).

Something will build enthusiasm when you can envision it making your life better (e.g. “Everyone’s going
to look at me when I wear this on Friday!! Aww yeah.”) Something elicits action when you believe it will
quickly solve a problem or meet a deep need, and when you know exactly what to do next. (e.g. “I look and
feel soooo hot in this!! Where are the cash registers?!?”)
Most websites don’t do this. They stagnate because people treat them like a glorified business card.
A simple narration of well-meaning but me-centered facts. You’ve seen it:
“Hi, my name is Suzy. I like squirrels and strawberry pie, and oh, I love to take pretty pictures.
You can see some of them over here. If you want me to take some pictures for you, it costs $1500.
There’s a contact page over there—let me know.”
Did that set off any explosions for you? Didn’t think so.
Why not? The answer is tough to hear, but:
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THIS ENTIRE BOOK
IN TWO PAGES
PEOPLE DON’T CARE ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS AS MUCH AS THEY CARE

• ABOUT THEMSELVES. THUS, YOUR WEBSITE IS NOT THERE TO CONVINCE
PEOPLE TO CARE ABOUT YOU. YOUR WEBSITE IS THERE TO CONVINCE
PEOPLE THAT YOU CARE ABOUT THEM.
And that you’re about to hit them with a whole lot of dreams-coming-true, followed by some here’s-howto-get-in-on-it.
So, the secret to an irresistible website? Change all
the “me, me, me,” to “you, you, you.”
Then get the heck out of their way. Don’t distract
them, don’t bore them, don’t over-inform. Tell
them what to do next, and step aside. They’ll be
stampeding toward checkout.

THIS BOOK WILL SHOW YOU HOW.
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BEYOND THE BLAND:
Fresh Content that Draws
Clients like Crazy

BEYOND THE
BLAND

FRESH CONTENT THAT DRAWS
CLIENTS LIKE CRAZY
+RXVWRQZHKDYHDSUREOHP:KDW·VWKDW":HOOWREXLOGDQLUUHVLVWLEOHZHEVLWH\RXKDYH
to take someone who doesn’t know an f-stop from a shortstop, and convince them that
photography is going to be the BEST use of their time and money EVER. And to do that,
you’ve got to put yourself in their shoes.

But here’s where we hit a wee snag—you know way too much about photography to be able to do that.
You already know photography is valuable. You know it makes your life richer. You know the satisfaction
of a sassy image and how a 30x40 canvas of it can take a living room from blah to zap! zing! amazing!

YOUR BIGGEST OBSTACLE TO BUILDING AN IRRESISTIBLE WEBSITE IS

• THAT YOU ALREADY FIND PHOTOGRAPHY IRRESISTIBLE.

So for this next part, let’s put ourselves into a client’s shoes. But let’s pretend that we’re not talking about
photography websites. Let’s pretend you sell trees instead.
Yes, trees. Because if you can convince someone that planting a blue spruce in their backyard is the best
idea EVER, then you sure as heck can get them to hire you to create timeless pieces of art with people
they treasure most in their life. Got it?
Since you’re already up to speed with the results vs. benefits way of thinking, you know that a smart
nursery isn’t actually selling trees. They’re selling shade. Relaxation. Lazy afternoons. And they’ve got to
find a way to get that across creatively on a website. So let’s see how some of them might do that, shall we?
Your target client, Helen, bought a new house a couple of years ago. And she’s pretty sick of never being
able to enjoy her backyard because it’s always so hot out there. Good grief, she had to move her Mother’s
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BEYOND THE BLAND:
BUILDING FRESH CONTENT
Day brunch inside because everyone broke out in sweat in the direct sun. Not to mention that the yard
didn’t look so great with sunburned grass anyway.
Helen knows nothing about gardening, but wants to put in a new tree—maybe two?—so that she can
start enjoying her yard again. She has no idea how to go about this, but she Googles her way through the
local tree nursery websites, and starts clicking. Dale’s Discount Greenhouses comes up first.
Dale reluctantly jumped on the website bandwagon a few years back because people told him he needed a
website. He grumbled because he has other business budget priorities and didn’t want to spend any money.
He had his niece put up a skeleton of information (address, hours, contact information) along with a
photo gallery of all the baby saplings for sale.

Dale’s Discount Greenhouses:
Bare bones information,
cluttered with jargon and
NOT making the sale.

To Helen, a non-tree expert with a bare backyard, all the saplings look about the same. Plus, they’re so
little. How can they possibly be worth $80? It looks like something you could dig up in a forest for free.
The trees are also labeled with their scientific names, which gives Helen queasy flashbacks to her horrible
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BEYOND THE BLAND:
BUILDING FRESH CONTENT
high school biology class. She starts in on herself: “Maybe this is going to be harder than I thought. I’m
going to look dumb walking in there. I don’t even know what I need. Maybe I shouldn’t even try, ugh, I’ll
just wait until next year.”
Happily for Helen, she hits the back button and tries again. She lands on Lucky’s Landscapes. Lucky’s
is run by a friendly young couple, and their website is a noticeable improvement over the last one. Here,
there is a lovely photo gallery featuring fully-grown trees, helping Helen imagine the final product.
Underneath each photo is a caption that describes the best use of that tree. “The Northern Red Oak
shoots up to 60-75 feet, sprawling out nearly as wide, offering excellent shade coverage for a mediumsized yard. It likes full sun and well-drained soil.”
Helen smiles—she has no concept, really, of how tall 60-75 feet is, and has no idea how well-drained her
soil is, but she’s glad to know that this tree could cover most of her yard. Before leaving, she skims the
“Bio” page, where she sees a photo of a happy couple, and a mission statement about saving the earth one
tree at a time.

Lucky’s Landscapes:
This is more like it... Helen
FDQLPDJLQHWKHÀQDOSURGXFW
and she’s made an
emotional connection.
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BEYOND THE BLAND:
BUILDING FRESH CONTENT
Helen feels encouraged enough, so she decides to look at one more website. She clicks on a third Google
search result. She grips her armchair and gasps.

Sun Tree Farms:
Bingo! Helen is in “my dream
backyard heaven”... and more
importantly, she’s SOLD on
SunTree Farms.

Sun Tree Farms greets Helen with a Pottery Barn style image of an inviting back yard complete with a
waterfall and lily pads– all sparkling under a bright sun. On the lower right of the image, a button invites:
“Design your Dream Yard.” Without hesitation, she clicks.
She’s presented with the Perfect Yard for You gallery, full of yards custom made for different lifestyles.
Each features a gorgeous image with a caption describing who this set of trees would be ideal for.
“Have kids? Pair two Awesome Oaks with our Perfect Pines – plenty of low-to-the-ground branches for
climbing and treehouses, plus sturdy wind protection for your home.” A photo features kids playing hide
and seek around a tree underneath a dreamy treehouse. Helen grins – she always dreamed of having a
treehouse as a kid, too. On to the next image.
“Ready to escape the stress of 9-to-5? Try surrounding a beautiful fountain with a set of Japanese maples.”
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BEYOND THE BLAND:
BUILDING FRESH CONTENT
A photo shows a set of decorative shorter trees surrounding a zen-like space with black rocks and a
beautiful, peace-inspiring water feature.
“No time for yardwork? Plant a breezy blend of American Holly and Flowering Dogwood—smaller and
pest-resistant, they don’t require much maintenance, and you’ll love the show-stopping spring.”
For the next 15 minutes, Helen is immersed in a whole new world. A world with beautiful, breezy
landscapes and swaying hammocks. Underneath the gallery, subtitles invite her to click to get the exact
names of species, and a “Landscape Planner” helps her estimate how many trees she should fit into her
space. There’s an option to schedule a free consultation with one of their Landscape Specialists. They’ll
come to her yard, listen to her exact concerns, and design the perfect yard for her.

“
She may not know trees,
but she does know her lifestyle.

A “Before and After” gallery shows actual yards before and after their work with Sun Tree Farms,
complete with raving testimonials from past clients who absolutely love their now-stunning yards.
A “Why Plant Trees?” page educates her about the money-saving benefits of planting trees (lower air
conditioning bills from increased shade, for starters). Finally, a map shows her how to get to Sun Tree
Farms, and directs her to call them at 555-5555 to tell them she’s coming.
And she does. Because Helen now wants things she never knew she wanted.

WHEN SHE SHOWED UP ON THEIR WEBSITE, SHE KNEW SHE WANTED A
TREE OR TWO FOR THE BACKYARD. BUT NOW SHE CAN’T LIVE ANOTHER
DAY WITHOUT A FULL SPREAD OF FLOWERING DOGWOOD AND A WATER
FOUNTAIN, DANGIT!!!
Sun Tree Farms built enthusiasm by showing Helen exactly how their services would make her life better.
They helped her imagine her dream yard by expanding her vision of what was possible, and showed her
how they were going to make it happen. They gave her concrete options to choose from, and educated her
on which types of trees are best for which lifestyles so that she would feel confident making a decision.
(She may not know trees, but she does know her lifestyle.) They then called her to action by getting her on
the phone where they could start building a personal relationship and learning more about how they could
help her, specifically.
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BEYOND THE BLAND:
BUILDING FRESH CONTENT

• THERE ARE ESSENTIALLY THREE KINDS OF WEBSITES OUT THERE:
Lukewarm, Improved, and Irresistible. And—whew!—we just walked through an example of each.
Sneaky, huh?

A LUKEWARM WEBSITE is the glorified business card. Like Dale’s Discount Greenhouses, it
describes the services offered, shows some photos, and provides pricing and contact information. It’s there,
it’s Google-able, and it’s mostly useful to people who already use the service and just need a bite of info.

AN IMPROVED WEBSITE warms the viewer up, but stops short of getting them to jump out of

“
Irresistible websites make their visitors
feel in control of their experience, and
let the clients’ dreams do the talking.

their chair. Lucky’s Landscapes fleshed out their owners as people and described a few of the benefits of
services. They still used some industry-specific jargon, and assumed that their target client knew what they
were looking for (i.e. that they would know what type of soil they had in their yard, or how many feet they
needed to cover.) Improved websites do get some people excited, but they lack that X factor that will draw
dream clients in droves.

AN IRRESISTIBLE WEBSITE showcases the company, but talks more about the client. Sun Tree
Farms appealed to what Helen wanted (relaxation under a shady tree), then took her by the arm and
expanded her view of what a good yard could look like. Not just a tree or two, but an entire beautiful
landscape suited to her lifestyle. Irresistible websites make their visitors feel in control of their experience,
and let the clients’ dreams do the talking. It educates them so that they learn more about what they really
want. Irresistible websites inspire immediate action, but they also give you a reason to come back to the
site if you’re not quite ready to buy right now.
Let’s look at some specific ways you can take your website from lukewarm to irresistible.
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